Patient Records (PRs) in Bulgarian. The specific terminology and lack of resources in electronic format are some of the obstacles that make the task of current patient status data extraction in a structured format quite challenging. The usage of N-grams, collocations and words' distances allows us to cope with this problem and to extract automatically the attribute-value pairs with relatively high precision.
Introduction
Patient Records (PRs) are the basic source of patient-related data, keeping all important medical information about each patient and providing access to the complete patient history. Usually this information is described only in the text and not presented in a structured format into the hospital information system, which does not allow to be automatically processed and to derive more complicated relationships between therapy condition, diagnoses and complaints. PRs status description contains a description of a local, somatic and specialized patient status. The main goal of our research is to extract patients' status data in a structured format (Attribute-Value). The "attributes" are anatomical organs, major anatomical system, their characteristics and physician examinations performed during the admission. The "values" describe their actual condition for the patient. Thus, the structured presentation of the patient status can be presented as "attribute-value" tuples.
For detection of attributes and their values a statistical approach is used, which draws "useful" phrases by examining the frequency distribution of N-programs (sequences of N number of words), words collocations and words' distances in the text.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the specifics of the PRs in Bulgaria and the data used for processing, Section 3 introduces N-grams and presents the used methods in more details, Section 4 reports results, discusses evaluation and related work, Section 5 contains a conclusion and sketches the further work.
Materials
In Bulgaria the discharge letter structure is mandatory for all hospitals (it is published in the Official State Gazette, as Article 190 (3) of the legal Agreement between the National Health Insurance Fund and the Bulgarian Medical and Dental Associations) [1] : personal details; diagnoses; anamnesis (personal medical history), including current complains, past diseases, family medical history, allergies, risk factors; patient status, including results from physical examination; laboratory and other tests findings; medical examiners comments; debate; treatment and recommendations.
The input texts in our experiment are free-text sections of discharge letters from Patient status section of PRs. The average number of sentences in the status section is 19.918, the minimal number is 8 sentences and the maximal number is 37 sentences. The training corpus contains 1300 PRs and the test corpus contains 6200 PRs with anonymised discharge letters provided by USHATE (University Specialized Hospital for Active Treatment of Endocrinology), Medical University, Sofia.
The various status descriptions present a number of key attributes, but there are attributes that are described only in cases where there are complications in the body. Examples for some common attributes are: gender, height, weight, bmi, skin, musculoskeletal system, limbs, and etc. In our corpus there are four types of the attributes and their values presentation [2] :
• General -by giving some default value, e.g., без патологични промени, без особености (without pathological changes, without specifics), or със запазена/нормална характеристика (with preserved/present/normal characteristics), etc.
• Explicit -the PR text contains particular specific values. The characteristic name might be missing since the attribute is sufficient to recognise the feature: e.g. "preserved peripheral pulsations" instead of "preserved pulsations of the peripheral arteries". The attributes are described by a variety of expressions, e.g., for the "volume of the thyroid gland" the value "normal" can be represented as "not enlarged, not palpable enlarged, not palpable".
• Partial -The text contains descriptions about the organ parts, not about the main anatomical organ. For instance, the limbs status can be expressed like, e.g., "atrophic changes of the legs skin with pretibial oedema".
• By diagnosis -sometimes a diagnosis is given instead of organ description, e.g., "onychomycosis, tinea pedis".
The main problem is that our corpus has an open vocabulary. Thus many "unknown" words can occur in the test corpus, but not to be presented in the training corpus. On the other hand, many rare attributes can be eliminated in the preprocessing phase due to low frequency.
This makes the task of automatically extracting pairs "attribute-value" quite complex without ontology of anatomical organs. The description in the status contains many terms in Latin, which further impedes the solution of the problem. The PRs contain mixed terminology both in Bulgarian and Latin Language and usage of Latin medical terms transcribed with Cyrillic letters. There are also many abbreviations both in Latin and Bulgarian. Further specific problems are due to the inflexional Bulgarian morphology; the terms occur in the text with a variety of word forms which is typical for the highly-inflexional Bulgarian language. The other obstacle is the lack of available resources in electronic format. Thus the task of extraction of the current patient status data in a structured format is quite challenging. The only advantage of PRs in Bulgaria is that the text is presented in a structured format using standard sections. This allows to split PRs into sections with high precision and to identify patient's status description.
Methods
There are several unsupervised and supervised approaches recently used for "attributes-value" pairs and other relation tuples extraction, such as: Maximum Entropy classifiers [3] , Classifiers based on supervised methods [4] , linguistics pattern-based relation extractor [5] , semi-supervised relation extraction [6, 7] . N-grams approach is successfully used for "attributes-value" extraction in several applications, such as extracting information about geographic objects from Wikipedia [8] , descriptions of products in Web pages [9, 10] and reviews [11] .
N-grams can be used both [12] in symbolic and in word sequences methods. We use a statistical approach for extraction of useful phrases, based on the frequency distribution of N-grams (single words (unigram), word pairs (bigram), word triples (trigram) and word quadruples (quadrigram)).
Some examples for N-grams for attributes in our domain are: Step 1 • PRs section splitting
Step 2
• Collection of Status data fr PRs
Step 3 • Words extrac from all stat data
Step 4 the chain rule of probability is used: Some filtering rules used in steps 9-11 are shown in (1)- (5):
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where rule (1) is used for selecting unigrams "attribute" candidates, but it causes a reduction of the set P, rule (2) is used for bigrams selection - and it can be further used for P 1 candidates. The next rule (3) is used for selecting bigram "attribute" candidates, but it causes unigrams set S3 reduction, because 2 1 w w is a stable pair in the corpus. Rules (4) and (5) are used for both trigrams and bigrams candidates filtering.
"Attribute" candidates are common words (with high frequency) for most of the patient status sections, thus they are mainly presented in the set S3. For some complications and disorders additional detailed explanations are added in the status data, containing rare "attributes" and currently they are filtered as rear words into the set RW. "Values" candidates can differ for different patients, so they should be mainly presented into the sets for Rare Words (RW) and NUMerical values (Num). We process the data for patients from a specialized hospital for endocrine disorders treatment and many patients have common symptoms and conditions thus some "values" are present with high frequency and currently they are filtered into the set S3.
In order to cope with the problem that sets RW and S3 can contain both attributes and values, we apply some additional methods for "attribute-value" tuples extraction.
"Values" selection procedure initially collects all numerical value from Num set, because they are specific for most of the patients and describe their current status. In the patient status description usually the "values" are surrounded (proceeded or followed) by attributes to which they correspond. Although they have different meaning, some numerical values can be used for several attributes and present data with different measures. For instance, 180 can be used both for height in cm and for systolic blood pressure 180/100 mmHg. Thus, initially setting the "values" positions into the text and statistically finding their collocations (positions into the sentence) in the PRs sentences, we can obtain patterns for further identification of "attributes" potential collocations. Additional information usage of immediately following metrics after the numerical data helps to improve "attributes" identification. Due to the small number of used metrics into the corpus, they are manually added to the rules.
To cope with "attributes" with low frequency in our corpus and for the most common "values", patterns for "attribute-value" identification are automatically generated. The method for patterns generation is based on the word distances within the sentence. We assume that the information for some "attribute" and its corresponding value is described in the same sentence. For this phase only words from the set S1 are used (without numerical). From the PRs corpus we construct the set { } apply an aggregation procedure over the generated templates for pairs of words using the rules. For instance, for patterns 1 2 ptrn( , ), w w 2 3 ptrn( , ), w w 1 3 ptrn( , ) w w we can generate the pattern 
where between the words in the pattern there are empty slots corresponding to the distance between the consecutive arguments in the pattern function, decreased by 1.
In Table 1 the distances and patterns for word pairs are presented, where the empty slots are marked by the symbol X, representing the variable in the model, that can be further assigned with different words from the set S. In this example four patterns are presented for възраст (age), two patterns for около (about/around/ approximately) and three patterns for отговаряща (corresponding). 
Applying rule (6), we can generate only a single aggregated pattern (age corresponding to the passport data) from those presented in Table 1 : (9) възраст отговаряща X паспортната. Some special patterns describe the bigram and trigram "attribute" candidates. For instance, for хиперстеничен гръден кош (hypersthenic thorax) which is filtered from the N-grams process due to frequency below thresholds (only 45 occurences) by the distance method we find patterns ptrn(хиперстеничен, гръден), ptrn(гръден, кош), and ptrn(хиперстеничен, кош) with corresponding distances d(хиперстеничен, гръден) = 1, d(гръден, кош) = 1, and d(хиперстеничен, кош)=2, using rule (6), the pattern ptrn(хиперстеничен, гръден, кош) can be generated. Actually the inferred pattern cannot be directly added to trigrams set due to the presence of more patterns including thorax, like ptrn(астеничен, гръден, кош) (astenic thorax). The further rules for "attribute-value" extraction show that in such cases гръден кош represents the "attribute" with the corresponding values хиперстеничен and астеничен. The generated patterns and such additional rules for identification of "attribute" bigrams and trigrams from those of "attribute-value" and "values" trigrams and bigrams help us significantly improve the final result.
After collecting the "attribute" candidates we can observe by their frequency values that some PRs do not contain explicit information about them. In such cases it is assumed that "tacit" information means that their condition is in norm and they do not need any special attention. In order to generate more useful patient status structure and to be able to use it for further automatic processing, we also add into the model for such an attribute from the top N candidates, the so called "default" values, i.e. "normal".
The extracted "attribute-value" are further checked and analyzed by the experts. To study the correlation of values for different organ characteristics, the medical experts in the project have developed a scale of normal, bad and worst conditions. Our approach has similarities to the one presented in [2] , where the patient smoking status is classified into five categories. Some words from the PRs are chosen as a representative for the corresponding status scale and the other text expressions are automatically classified into these typical status grades. Table 2 illustrates the scales for limbs and gives examples for words signalling the respective status. This allows further clustering of the attribute values to these three classes. On Fig. 2 a screenshot of the system containing the dynamically generated structured representation of the patient status is shown. In white colour the assigned values with assigned scale 0 are presented, describing the status in normal conditions The yellow marked values are with a scale −1, i.e., those which are slight variations from the norm. The red coloured values represent data with scale −2, to which special attention should be given because they are indicators of serious complications. Some of the attributes assigned by "default" values are marked in green because they are automatically generated and no explicit information about them is available in the text. Fig. 2 . Screenshot of the system containing dynamically generated structured representation of the patient status
Evaluation and results
For our experiments a training corpus is used, containing 1378 PRs and a test set with 6200 PRs. All tests are performed in two modes: processing Patient status sections only and processing full discharge letter texts. Processing the full PRs text is also meaningful, because such "attribute-value" pairs even in another context and with different meaning are available not only in the patient status sections, but also in sections as:
• anamnesis (personal medical history) − where some current and past patient complaints are described, like hypertension with presented blood pressure values;
• laboratory and other tests findings -although these are mainly attributevalue pairs, the method cannot be directly applied to this section due to the specific table format representation of the data;
• medical examiners comments -in this section particular information concerning some specific disorders is presented in more details; for instance, the Ophthalmology examiner can list some information about the glasses dioptres like VOD= 0.6 and VOS=0.6, which can be interpreted as "attribute-value" pairs;
• debate -this section contains explanations about the deseases development and the patient status changes during the hospitalization. Tables 3 and 4 present the extracted N-grams from the training and test corpus containing 1300 PRs. The resulting data ( Figs 3 and 4) shows approximately the same distribution of the data in the training and test corpus for the patient status section analyses, both for total word occurrences and for unique words. We can see that the set S3 contains words with high frequency (71% of the corpus) and a small amount of unique words (about 12% of all words in the corpus). This specific structure allows "attribute-value" pairs extraction with high precision using the methods proposed. The "attributes-value" pairs were recognized with 96% precision, using only the N-grams method. Filtering rules for trigrams were too strong and only 5 trigram candidates from 2146 in the training set and 8 trigram candidates from 13 586 in the test set meet all the criteria. But not surprising, all of them were correct. The recall was not so impressive (about 87%) due to many attributes presented with lower frequency, word forms and misspelling errors in the PRs text. For unigrams and bigrams the precision is a little bit lower, 92% and 97% correspondingly, due to some complications with common "values" for some "attributes". In contrast with trigrams the recall for unigrams and bigrams is relatively higher -91%. The results of automatic extraction of information on the status is relatively high and can be compared with other systems that solve similar tasks, such as system CLEF (CLinical E-Science Framework) that retrieves data for cancer patients [14] ; AMBIT that retrieves medical information from biomedical text [15] ; MiTAP (MITRE Text and Audio Processing) monitor complications in infectious diseases [16] ; caTIES (Cancer Text Information Extraction System) handles medical records [17] ; MedLEE (Medical Language Extraction and Encoding System) designed for processing of radiology reports and later expanded to process medical history [18] . Another system is the Mayo Clinic NLP System [13] for structured retrieval patients about their smoking status.
Conclusion and further work
This approach shows high precision in "attributes-values" pairs information extraction. The methods discussed are unsupervised and language independent. The approach was also tested for small corpus (about 100) PRs in English language and shows relatively high results -86% precision. The approach can be also applied for other more complex relations identification in the PRs. Some results for other sections processing were shown.
The presented approach shows that even with lack of resources and difficulties due to mixture of Bulgarian and Latin medical terminology, we can extract certain facts relatively easily, even for attributes with lower frequency in the corpus. The mandatory structure of PRs allows focusing the analyses only in sections containing data of interest. These promising results support the claim that the Information Extraction approach is helpful for obtaining specific medical statements which are described in the PRs texts.
As further work we are planning to add more precise filtering rules. Some methods for abbreviation and word forms processing will be helpful as well. Preprocessing of the corpus for spelling errors correction will the help of some "attributes" frequency increases. Some problems with missing attributes can be resolved by collecting information from PRs with "attribute-value" pairs and predicting from "values" corresponding "attributes".
Further tests in bioinformatics domain of the proposed approach are also planned.
